
Red Rover Dog Training Centre Orientation 

We will be seeing you soon with your dog and we would like to let you know what you should 
bring with you and provide you with info on our training system and other helpful tips. 

Please read through this entire document - some is applicable to puppies, some for adult dogs, 
and most applies to BOTH.

What to Bring and General Info

• Your Dog and Leash and Collar (or Harness for Puppy Class) - more on collars, harnesses, and 
leashes in the next section.

• Poop Bags - we have some, but it’s always good to come prepared.

• Family Members - more than 1 handler can come to class - it’s important that everyone handling the 
dog knows what to do. We will determine if a child can handle the dog.

• Small Dog Treats and Pouch - We sell some treats and treat pouches at our school. If you are 
coming to Puppy 101, bring a slightly hungry puppy to class.

• “Kongsicle” - this is a Kong toy that is filled with something yummy like peanut  butter and frozen (you 
can also add mashed up banana/apple). You can use plain Greek yogurt, almond butter, and wet dog 
food. (We sell medium - extra large Kongs at our school)

• Very Important to bring this, or something that you dog loves chew on the first few weeks, or 
longer – it helps prevent boredom.

• Kongs come in different sizes and colours – get the appropriate one for your dog.
• Marbled or Pink & Baby Blue = Puppies (these are softer)
• Red = Normal chewers
• Black = Aggressive Chewers
• Royal Blue (available through your vet) = Super 

Aggressive Chewers (we have a few of these)
• Purple = Seniors

• Loose Clothing & Comfy Shoes - no purses, knapsacks, cross body bags on your body while 
training - they get in the way. Bring in what you will need and you can set the bags to the side - we will 
help you get your bag should you need it during class.

• Dog’s Water Bowl (and water if fussy) We have water of course, but I don’t recommend communal 
bowls. We also sell collapsable silicon water bowls. 
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• Parking There is street parking and there are parking lots behind our school. Parking is free for 2 
hours from 9 am - 6 pm Monday - Saturday and free after 6 pm and on Sunday.

• Cell Phones No Cell Phones In Class Please - Please turn your cell phones off or set to vibrate during 
class. If you need to call or text, please leave the immediate class room.

• Our Backyard - We are fortunate to have a small fenced in backyard space. You are welcome to use it 
if you need to take your dog out for a quick potty break during class, or even a little mental break 
should they need it. 

• Please keep your dog on leash while in the backyard. This is a communal area and is shared with 
the tenant that lives upstairs. 

• No interaction between dogs while outside (see 6’ Rule in Key Points section) - not all dogs are 
friendly. We will determine if there are too many dogs in the yard. 

• There is a garbage can outside - please clean up after your pet.

When Traveling

• DOGS ARE NOT SAFE IN THE FRONT SEAT, ON YOUR LAP, OR LOOSE IN THE CAR

• Dog Car Harness - this is a harness that the seat belt feeds through and secures the dog in place. It is 
also one that is crash test approved. Start getting the dog used to it by gradually acclimatizing your 
dog to it by having your dog wear this harness around house for a few days - while supervised, then 
short car rides to start.

• Crate in Car if appropriate for your vehicle. The crate should just be large enough for your dog to stand 
up, turn around, and lie down. It if is too big, there is more chance of injury to your dog should there be 
a sudden stop, or an accident. Puppies should always travel in an appropriately-sized crate.

• Divider for the back seat. We prefer a soft divider made from material instead of the metal type.

• If dog is anxious or gets car sick, please speak to your vet.

• If your dog has extreme anxiety related to the car,  or while traveling - please contact us for a private 
consultation.
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Collars and Leashes

Please NOTE: We will help you decide which Collar your Dog Needs. We sell Collars and Leashes 
for your Convenience. If you buy a Collar from a Pet Store, please KEEP THE TAGS ATTACHED in 
case you need to return, or exchange it.

ALSO: We want you to understand why your dog may need a certain collar and we want you to be 
comfortable in how to use it. It is possible that the type of collar you need will change during the 
time you are training with us. If you have purchased a collar from us, we will exchange your 
original collar for the new one and you’ll only need to pay the difference, or we will refund you the 
difference if the new collar is cheaper. This applies only during the time you are in training with us 
and does not apply to damaged collars.

Puppies must have a harness if 
they are under 16 weeks of age. 
There are some exceptions to this 
rule for larger breed puppies. Your 
puppy can wear a collar, but the 
leash will be attached to the 
harness at the back. We do not 
allow harnesses that attach at the 
front. We sell JettaJacks harness 
which will fit most medium to large 
breed puppies, but not the smaller 
breeds. 
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JettaJacks Fluid Harness
5 point adjustment for the PREFECT FIT

Designed to give a FULL RANGE of motion to your dogs 
Deltoid and Tricep Muscles when they walk.

Easy on & off with just 2 buckles, your dog doesn’t have to step 
into anything! 



We DON’T use:

• Haltie / Gentle Leader / Promise Collar 

• Usually this type of head collar is used incorrectly and is ineffectual

• Hard on dog’s face - dog’s nose is VERY sensitive

• Can cause neck/spine damage

• Can cause Cherry Eye - surgery required to repair

We DON’T use: 

• Martingale collars with fabric woven through chain - doesn’t release quickly enough

• Choke collars 

• There is no ‘safety’ on these collars, meaning that they can keep tightening 

• Too easy to damage the dog’s throat

• Slip down too low on dog’s neck very easily making them less effective 

• Harness - unless there is a medical reason, the you can use a traditional harness 
with the leash attaching at the back.

• The traditional harness is actually designed to help dogs pull. The harness that attaches in 
the front, or the one that constricts the shoulders, is not good for the dog’s body and we do 
not find it to be effective for most dogs and these are not allowed at our school.

• NO PLASTIC HARDWARE ALLOWED ON COLLARS - Please do not purchase any collars 
that you will be attaching a leash to that have plastic hardware

•Metal quick release snaps are fine

HOW TO FIT A COLLAR FOR TRAINING

• It should be snug like a watch band when it is up hight 
on the dog’s neck, right behind the ears. One finger 
should be able to fit comfortably between the collar and 
the neck.
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• No tags on the training collar. Your dog can wear two collars and we recommend that it does. A 
flat buckle is perfect for tags and can be worn unsupervised. The training collar that has the leash 
attached is positioned up high, behind the dog’s ears.

• Remove ALL collars, even flat buckle, when the dog is crated

• Remove all collars at night to prevent damage to the coat and to let the neck air out.

• We recommend that you have more than one collar in case of an ‘emergency’ – if your collar breaks, is 
too wet to wear, muddy etc.

• Get in the habit of inspecting your collar daily for wear. Any piece of equipment that you use on your 
dog needs to checked prior to each use to ensure your dog’s safety and minimize danger due to 
equipment failure.

• NO Retractable/Flexi Leashes - these leashes are not safe and are not allowed in our school. 
You have little to no control of your dog, they are cumbersome to carry, the line can break, and 
people and dogs have been injured when the line has wrapped around and pulled tight around 

lets, necks, etc.

6 foot Leash with one handle and a snap at the other end 
and nothing in between. We also have Safety leashes 
with a double ended snap that we may recommend you 
use for your dog.

•Can be any thickness and material that you prefer

•Make sure the leash doesn’t have a section that is stretchy - this type is 
used by people who go mountain biking, or jogging with their dogs.

• Not sure what to get? We have a good selection of 6’ leashes at our school for sale.

• Don’t attach anything to the leash (ie. poop bags) - this will just get in your way and we will ask 
you to remove before training.

• We also don’t use a leash with a traffic handle (extra loop close to the buckle). This will get in the way 
for novice training.

• If you have more than one handler, get a leash that suits each person and is comfortable in their hand.

• We recommend that you get in the habit of keeping an extra leash in our car - just in case!
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Our Method - For Novice - Advanced Obedience

• First Command Response

• By NEVER repeating the command, and by using the  leash, body, and voice techniques that we 
will teach you, your dog will learn to listen the first time!

• We use Single word Commands: Sit, not Sit Down.

• We use a motivational, reward-based system, but also use leash and body techniques to help the dog 
understand position we want them to be in. For example, for the STAND, command, if the dog doesn’t 
understand what we are asking by using our voice and by stepping forward, we use our body - our 
hand to lift the dog’s belly up from a SIT, into the STAND position. 

• We will also use treats to help shape commands for certain things we teach.

• We use 5% Treats and 95% Verbal and Physical Praise and Timing is Essential - during then action 
or within 1.5 sec. of the action, otherwise it’s too late.

• All work in Novice is done ON LEASH - never give a command you can’t enforce.

• The leash must never be tight for more than 1 second!  We will teach you this the first day in class. 
PLEASE DO NOT PULL OR DRAG YOUR DOG! 

• At the novice level, the dog has 3 seconds to begin to comply to the command.

• We do all of our training on the LEFT side. If you need to use the right side, please let us know. Our 
instructions will be for the left side during class.

• Only walk 1 untrained dog at a time - eventually, you can walk 2 TRAINED dogs at the same time.

• If someone else walks your dog, train them how to do it, or have them come to class.

• There is no room for frustration when training your dog - ask for help if you find that things are 
not working. 

• Take a short video if you can and email it to us so that we can see the problem and possibly help 
you without you having to come in.

Keep in Mind these Ingredients for Training

• You must be Consistent

• There has to be Repetition

• Positive Reinforcement is Essential

• Technique & Timing - reward must be given no later than 1.5 sec after the 
action

• KEEP YOUR TRAINING SHORT AND SWEET - Always end on a positive 
note then PLAY with your dog after a training session!
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Key Points

• We train YOU so that YOU can train your dog 

• Drain Before You Train! For Novice Dogs - NOT Puppy 101 Clients

• This means 2 things - give your dog ample time for a bathroom break before coming into the 
school, EVEN IF THEY WENT BEFORE YOU LEFT HOME

• Also, depending on your dog’s energy level, arrive early - approximately 15  minutes  before 
class so that you can WALK your dog. Playing and walking your dog BEFORE you come 
here while at home doesn’t count! 

• We would rather you be late coming into class so please take the time to walk your dog 
even if you are running late

• Don’t feed or give a lot of water 1-2 hours before or after class - this can cause BLOAT especially in 
deep-chested dogs. Bloat is almost always fatal unless caught immediately and it requires surgery.

• We have a 6’ Rule - NO SNIFFING POLICY - not all dogs are friendly so please keep at least 6’ 
apart

• Puppy 101 Class - puppies have time to play and interact at the END of the class while on leash 
and usually in pairs, while supervised.

For NOVICE Group Class: 

• NO BARKING OR WHINING (in class, on the property, and on the street) 

• We will help you with this and this is why we like you to bring a Kongsicle treat to class for 
your dog.  If your dog is barking or whining, you must interrupt the behaviour either with a sound 
interruption, or with a quick one second pop using the leash and collar. Collar should never be 
tight for more than 1 second. Say NOTHING! We will show you how to do this.

• When you are interrupting the barking and/or whining - SAY NOTHING and PRAISE AS SOON AS  
YOUR DOG IS QUIET! TIMING IS ESSENTIAL! 

• Make up Class is mandatory if you miss a class and Booster Classes are available if you need 
extra help.

• These are held at the school

• Cost: $20 (HST included) for 30 minute private 1-on-1 class

• Please book your make up/booster classes on line: https://calendly.com/sandra-redrover/30min

• Spaying/Neutering – Try to book for the day after your scheduled class. Your dog should be able to 
attend the following week. We do not do anything strenuous that would hurt the dog.

• DON’T BRING YOUR DOG if it’s sick, injured, or female is in heat. However - YOU can still attend 
and take notes and then you do not need a makeup class.
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• Homework - Practice in the house at first and then on the walk - we recommend 2 - 30 min sessions 
daily. Use your judgement - not all dogs, especially young dogs, can do a 30 min. training walk. If you 
need to, keep the sessions shorter, just do them more frequently.

• Don’t practice in the house, or your backyard, or the same street all of the time. Once your dog 
understands the lesson that you have learned and is doing it well at home, start going to different 
areas. It’s so important to expose your dog to different environments, people, sounds, etc. 

• It’s important to follow our system and not mix in other things you may have heard. If you are having 
trouble with anything. - contact us immediately and we will help you by offering other methods specific 
to your dog, or adjusting your technique.

•

For All Dogs and Puppies

We Recommend that you DON’T:

•  Don’t Pet or verbally coddle your dog when it’s nervous, whining, shaking, or exhibiting any wrong 
behaviour  “You Get what you Pet”

• Don’t Free-Feed

• Don’t Shake a Paw

• Don’t Train if you are frustrated

• Don’t use your dog’s name in an angry voice

• Don’t Squeeze Muzzle, Shake your finger, Scold, Hit, or Yell at your dog - We want to use our body 
(hands etc.) in a positive way so that the dog does not become hand-shy. This can lead to biting.

• Don’t Pin Your Dog Down (Alpha Roll), Play Fight/Wrestle, Play Hand Games

• Don’t Play Tug of War until your dog knows the ‘Out’ Command and you have been trained on how to 
properly play Tug (we can help you with this). 

• For puppies - avoid any tugging during teething (4-6 months)

• Don’t Chase your dog! INSTEAD play hide and seek, fetch, tug (when ready), or scent games

• Don’t give your dog these toys:

• Be careful with Soft fabric toys - they can be dangerous if your dog ingests them. They can also 
‘teach’ your dog to chew other items in your home that feel similar - towels, soft furniture (like your 
couch), pillows, etc. Small puppies can have soft toys but only when supervised, if they are not 
destroying them, or your soft furnishings.

• Rawhide - indigestible

• Antlers - too hard, can break your dog’s teeth
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• Instead, use Kong Rubber Toys - they make all kinds, Tennis Balls are fine but only if supervised - 
the inside is toxic and outer portion can wear dog’s teeth down

• Don’t Go to Dog Parks! - All it takes is one bad incident in a dog park to cause behaviour issues in 
your dog, or worse. Many dogs also get sick or injured at dog parks - we NEVER recommend that you 
take your dog there.

For Puppy 101 Clients

While At Home
• Exercise Pens and Crates - we strongly recommend getting your puppy used to both at an early age

• A young puppy that has access to too much space can get into a lot of trouble. By using an exercise 
pen you can have your puppy close to you and safe without you having to worry about it chewing 
your furniture, biting at you, or a lot of other unwanted things, like hiding under the couch, etc. 

• If you choose to use an exercise pen, only have your puppy in it when you can supervise it - never 
leave your pup unattended in the pen. We will go over more about this in class, or you can book a 
private session with us.

• Many people use multiple pens and have a few set up, indoors and outside.

• Baby Gates are another good option as well.

• Remove collar and/or harness when the dog is crated

• Have more than one collar or harness in case of an ‘emergency’ – if your collar breaks, is too wet to 
wear, muddy etc.

• Make a habit of inspecting your collar or harness and leash daily for wear. Any piece of equipment that 
you use on your dog needs to checked prior to each use to ensure your dog’s safety and minimize 
danger due to equipment failure.

• House Breaking

• The use of a crate will help with house breaking your puppy. 

• Generally, you will want to establish a schedule and take your puppy outside a lot when it is 
very young. For best results, go out with your puppy and keep it on leash. Try to stay in one 
spot to prevent your puppy from getting too distracted until your puppy goes to the bathroom. 
Puppies should go out:

• As soon as they wake up

• Right after playing

• If you see it circling and sniffing - this could indicate it’s looking for a spot to pee

• Soon after eating and drinking
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• And at regular intervals in between - approximately every 30 min. but you will start to 
see a pattern and the time in between will increase as the puppy gets older

• As a general rule, you can only expect a puppy to hold its bladder in a crate 1 hour 
plus 1, for each month of age it is, so a 4 month old puppy could only hold its bladder 
for a maximum of 5 hours while crated over night.

• You can restrict access to water before bed

• NEVER SCOLD or PUNISH YOUR PUPPY IF IT HAS AN ACCIDENT.

• Socialization
• SOCIALIZATION does not mean having your puppy go to the park and play with every 

dog it sees. 

• Please watch the socialization video on this page

• We will be doing a lot of socializing in class. Please contact us if you have any questions 
about this very important aspect of raising a balanced puppy.

For your convenience, we sell:
Harnesses
Collars including flat collars with metal quick release buckles
Leashes
Long Lines
Treat Pouches
Collapsable Water Bowls
Some Kong and other Toys
Exercise Pens
Cot-style Bed
Treats
Raw Dog Food
Tags for Hope ID Tags
Bow Ties and Bandanas
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